Minor Erythema Multiforme Case Report

Abstract
Erythema multiforme (EM) is an acute mucocutaneous disease that characterized by being self-limiting and immune-mediated; which is commonly associated with some medications and infections. It affects the mucosal surfaces and present clinically with varied forms ranging from minor localized mucosal lesions to a more severe, extensive mucocutaneous epithelial necrosis known as Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN). Here we report a case of EM in a 37 year-old Sudanese female who developed the lesions after using a lip stick.
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Introduction
Erythema multiforme (EM) is an acute self-limiting mucocutaneous disease that is considered to be a type IV hypersensitivity reaction associated with certain infections, medications, and other various triggers [1]. About 50% of cases are idiopathic. Most notable causes are infectious agents and drugs. Infectious causes are more common in children and are implicated more commonly in EM. Herpes simplex infection is most common cause in young adults [2].

Erythema multiforme is a disease of abrupt onset involving skin and mucous membranes where the lesions appear as red macules, papules and vesicles. Blistering and crusting may occur in the center of the lesion resulting in the characteristic target lesions [3]. Nonspecific prodromal symptom such as fever, malaise, myalgia, arthralgia, headache, sore throat, cough, nausea, vomiting may appear 1-14 days before the skin lesions develop [4]. The different types of EM include, minor form (mostly affecting one site, commonly oral mucosa with <10% of body surface area are affected), major (cutaneous lesions and at least 2 mucosal sites, oral lesions are widespread and severe & <10% of body surface area is involved), Stevens-Johnson syndrome (Main difference from major form is based on the typology and location of lesions and the presence of systemic symptoms &< 10% of the body surface area is involved), Overlapping Stevens-Johnson syndrome and toxic epidermal necrolysis (No typical targets, up to 10%–30% of the body surface area is affected) and Toxic epidermal necrolysis (characterized by epidermal detachment of > 30% of the body surface and widespread purpuric macules or flat atypical targets)[5].

Oral lesion appears along with skin lesion in 70% of the cases, they start as bullae on an erythematous base, but intact bullae are rarely seen by the clinician because they break rapidly. Intra oral lesions predominantly occur on the non-keratinized mucosae and are most common in the anterior part of the mouth, including the lips and tongue [6].

We present a case of facial cosmetic induced EM minor and believe that the inducing chemical within the cosmetic is the triggering factor.

Case Scenario
A 37 years old Sudanese female came to the dental surgery clinic complaining from burning sensation, difficulty in eating and swallowing and multiple ulcerative lesions started 3 weeks ago after use of lip sticks without history of previous attack.

Past Medical History: patient generally fit without history of habit consumption.

Clinical examinations: Tender diffuse irregular shallow bloody ulcers affected the lower lip and bilateral buccal mucosa and oral commissures. Also bilaterally a racial pigementations were appeared on buccal mucosa (Figures 1-3).There were no detectable cutaneous target like lesions and no palpable submandibular or cervical lymphadenopathy.

Provisional diagnosis: Minor erythema multiforme.

Treatment: Systemic oral steroid at dose 1 mg/kg was prescribed for 2 weeks, after that dramatic improvement was
observed clinically and gradual tapering started until reached 5 mg for 3 months as maintenance dose.

Figure 2: Shows diffuse irregular bloody ulceration in the right buccal mucosa.

Figure 3: Shows diffuse irregular bloody ulcerations in the labial mucosa and in corner of the mouth.

Discussion

Erythema multiforme is a type of reactive mucocutaneous disorder, this reaction appears as a result of allergic host response to antigen exposure [7]. In this case the allergic reaction triggered by the allergen that found in lipstick.

The presentation of EM ranges from self-limited, mild form (EM minor) to progressive and aggressive form like EM major, Steven-Johnson syndrome and Toxic epidermolysis necrosis [8]. Kenneth in 1968 described an inflammatory oral disorder with oral lesions typical of EM. It has been suggested as a third category of EM by many investigators, known as oral EM that are characterized by typical lesions of EM but no target skin lesions [9,10].

Oral lesions have different clinical presentations, ranging from diffuse oral erythema, to multifocal superficial ulcerations, thus the term multiforme. Initially vesicles or bullae may be present, which rupture causing hemorrhagic crustations. Any area of the mouth may be involved, with buccal mucosa, palate, and tongue being most frequently affected. In most cases, lip lesions show hemorrhagic crustations. There may be mild to severe oral and perioral pain that may interfere with functional activities like speech, eating, swallowing and fluid intake, debilitating the health of the patient. Intraoral and perioral lesions heal without scarring, usually mild cases heal within 2-4 weeks with local debridement, plenty of fluid intake and topical analgesics. Oral antihistamines and topical steroids provide symptomatic relief. Severe cases require intensive management with systemic steroids and intravenous fluid replacement [11]. Recurrence is seen approximately in 20-25% of case with two to four episodes a year [12]. In this case the clinical presentation goes with erythema multiforme minor, regarding the symptoms there was also burning sensation and difficulty in eating swallowing due to the oral and perioral ulcerations.

The diagnosis of EM is chiefly based on the history and clinical presentation, as histopathologic features and laboratory investigations are nonspecific [9,13].

Corticosteroids are the most commonly used drugs in the management of EM, regardless of lack of evidence [9]. This case treated by Systemic oral steroid at dose 1mg/kg for 2 weeks, dramatic improvement was observed clinically, then gradual tapering was started. The patient followed up and no recurrence observed.

Conclusion

This case present erythema multiforme that triggered by allergen found in lipstick. Generally Systemic steroids are the main treatment though Supportive care and withdrawal of precipitating agents are equally important in managing erythema multiforme.
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